GIN
GORDON'S (HOUSE)

HENDRICK'S

Triple distilled, with a combination of botanicals
that have been kept secret for almost 250 years.

Blended with cucumber and rose infusions after
distillation.

MONKEY 47

BURLEIGHS SIGNATURE

Small batch produced, with scents of citrus and pure juniper
with lavender notes and a slightly sweet floral aroma.

Earthy, crisp, sophisticated gin from
Leicestershire with 11 botanicals.

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE

TANQUERAY LONDON DRY

One of the best known & most delicately
perfumed gins in the world.

Fresh and smooth on the nose with hints of
juniper and citrus.

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER

WHITLEY NEILL RASPBERRY

Infused with the essence of rhubarb and
extracts of real ginger giving it a tart, crisp,
spicy and warming character.

Scottish raspberries at it's core alongside
punchy notes of liquorice and coriander in
support.

TWO BIRDS STRAWBERRY & VANILLA

WARNER EDWARDS ELDERFLOWER

Produced in Leicestershire. Sweet summer berry
notes are upfront and zesty, though well balanced
by creamy vanilla and a generous pinch of black
pepper.

The two friends behind Warner Edwards infuse their
Harrington Dry Gin with freshly harvested elderflower
grown in Northamptonshire and Rhualt, then they add
a little bit of sugar, and there you have it!

GORDON'S PINK (HOUSE)

SIPSMITH LEMON DRIZZLE

Gordon's Pink is perfectly crafted to balance the
refreshing taste of Gordon's with the natural
taste of raspberries and strawberries.

Fresh, tart and warming, the lemon is powerful, but
is tempered well by savoury juniper, a pang of
liquorice and a floral perfume quality that lifts it.

BOE PASSION

BOE PEACH & HIBISCUS

Gently blended with the tropical flavours of passion
fruit. A stylish gin with the warm lingering finish of
exotic fruits, sensational aroma and vibrant colour.

The tanginess and berry-rich flavour of Hibiscus
combines perfectly with fresh peaches, to give a
delightful fruity and flowery aroma and taste.

ZYMURGORIUM SWEET VIOLET

PINKSTER

A unique, pastelly taste and strong floral scent. The
original sweet violet gin-based product, reminiscent
of Parma Violet sweets.

The "agreeably British gin". Zesty raspberries & a
grassy hint of water mint.

GIN
SWEET & SEASONAL
GORDON'S SLOE (HOUSE)

The finest wild sloe berries, steeped gently, before
adding Gordon's gin.

WHITLEY NEILL BLACKBERRY

A hit of piney juniper, with sweet lemon peel,
peppery spice and juicy, jammy berries, with a
slightly earthy finish.

SIPSMITH ORANGE & CACAO

Sweet and zesty, notes of fresh orange juice
alongside orange marmalade with creamy vanilla
and gooey dark chocolate fondant.

POETIC LICENSE BAKED APPLE & SALTED CARAMEL

Sweet and zesty, notes of fresh orange juice
alongside orange marmalade with creamy vanilla
and gooey dark chocolate fondant.

ZYMURGORIUM REALM OF THE UNICORN

A particularly sweet gin-based liqueur from
Manchester's Zymurgorium, flavoured to taste like
marshmallow alongside classic juniper-y goodness.

ZYMURGORIUM BAKEWELL

Heavy on the Cherry Bakewell deliciousness, with
just enough peppery juniper coming through to
balance it all out.

ZYMURGORIUM FLAMINGO PINK

Strutting in with notes of the Caribbean. Blended
with real fruit juices of Mango, Pineapple, Passion
Fruit and Raspberry and light Caribbean spice.

Perfect Serve
All of our gins are served with the distillers suggested garnish & we
can also pair your gin with the recommended mixer if you're not sure
what to choose!

